
3561 East Thir Street
Tucson, Arizona 85716
October 30, 1966

Chil rents Hospital Research Foun ation
Cincinnati, Ohio

ATT: Dr. Albert Sabin

Dear Dr. Sabin:
It was of course aistressing to rea. your statements in which
you saii th8t treatment failures concerning tuberculosis run
as high as 6 to 12 % and threaten to g~ even higher an~ are
finding growing numbers of persons who are resistant to the
best current anti-tuberculosis drug, not only in patients
uneer long term tre2tment but also in previously untrcate
patients.
Your at tements bring distressing supplement sq to speak to
recent st tements by the British Medical Association that
more is needed to be done and to a Reader's Digest article
of about a year ago in which it w s state t~t some three
million people die from TB annually in the world and some
8,000 in the United States.
As you SO well indicate Sir, treatment failures are at
alarming proportions; yet, coul it be in fact, as the Reader's
Digest article set forth, that if BCG vaccine was useQ more
extensively throughout the worl , that in fact the death and
contact rate would be greatly reduced. Of course, you as a
physician realize there are drawbacks to its use, such as
the following as quoted from the articleUuse of the vaccin
woul~ invali ate the tuberculin skin test as a diagnostic
tool:both a person spontaneously infected with TB and one vaccinate
with BGG will show a positive reaction to the tuberculin test.
Therefore, in an epidemic, health authorities caul not determine
from a positive reacti on to the skin test whether the vaccinate
person he. active TB. But proponents of BGG point out that
other diagnostic proce ures, including X-ray ex mination, are
gV9 ilable."
Of course, with rererence to use of X-ray s well, in some areas
of the world this may be difficult; yet how in the vcr-Ld can
medical authorities around the world minimize the fact that
BGG could minimize TB epidemics, particularly in susceptible
areas and caul in fact greatly re-uce the death rate, which
may well climb because of the treatment failures you bring up.
And I suspect that the prime reason for the lack of app rent
use of X-ray techniquGs are ue to a lack of funding for equipment
and only through vigorous efforts by the physicians of the world
can monies be fundea on a liberal basis.



The Readers Digest article stated that the vaccine has been
wiaely accepted abroa , although little used in this country;
yet I submit an with good reason that in fact there are
vicious obstacles abroaQ bec~use of the eath rate. And while
even with BOG a person can become infccte , how 0 you minimize
the fact that a person has a better chance of living in his
slum misery with being innoculated.
I submitterl my feelings, for whatever they might be worth
to the World Health Organization in Washington some time ago,
but never did receive an answer. It is apparent, that it
will take an enlightened an aggressive group of physicians
to instill upon the worl~ bodies at the United Nations the
ne for massive funding for the use of BOG worldwi e, if in
fact funding is the problem; of course the real culprit may
be conflicting medical opinions ant if this is the situation
su~ely there shoul« be a conference to thrash out ifferences.
Thank you for permitting me to express these opinions and your
comments will be welcome.

Respectfully submitted,

/~A?/~
Sheldon L. Gutman


